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What is a your definition of a cabinet of curiosities? 
What is your interest within ‘cabinet’ precedents?

Exercise 03.01 : Pick & Choose



Exercise 03.01 :  Question and Precedent

The term cabinet originally 
described a room rather than a 
piece of furniture. The classic 
cabinet of curiosities emerged in the 
sixteenth century, although more 
rudimentary collections had existed 
earlier. 



Exercise 03.01 :  Question and Precedent

Display Storage Making Spaces



How is it meaningful to your proposal?
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            Exercise 03.01 : Concepts / Inspiration / Precedent

Exhibition Multi-Functional Flexible



 Structural / Organizational system
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Exercise 03.01 :  Structural / Organizational system

Structural diagram / parti and proposals organizational system of components. 
What’s the rule? Is there a rule?



Exercise 03.01 :  Structural / Organizational system

What is the tectonic concept or criteria? 
How can this relate to the objects that would be housed within the ‘cabinet’?



Exercise 03.01 :  Structural / Organizational system

Naturally occurring organizational analog that complements 
or extends your interest -- biological precedent

We notice that due to the 
surface of the material 
itself, the red wall of 
Brooklyn will produce a 
shadow under  the light, 
We think that the structure 
of the brick itself is a 
repeating geometric 
sequence. In a regular 
repeating sequence, we 
can create a new rule by 
changing the direction 
and distance of the 
module to make the 
structure itself 
rhythmically.

Honeycomb is a packed 
group of hexagon cells 
made of beeswax 
structure that shape into 
organic form and used to 
store food, and house 
larvae. The interlocking of 
hexagon structure that 
repeating and can form 
into any shape.



Exercise 03.01 :  Fasteners

Binding Tying



What is the function or program of your cabinet? What could it be? 
How can your cabinet perform to support or augment this agenda? 

What effects can support or augment this agenda?
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Exercise 03.01 :  Program, Performance or Utility



Performance, Technique & Effects

Exercise 03.01 : Pick & Choose



Exercise 03.01 : Technique

Perforated Stacking



Exercise 03.01 : Performance and Effects



Exercise 03.01 : Motif



How does material performance effect building at full scale? 
What feedback does material have within 

the design and fabrication process? 
How can your objects’ materiality or 

analysis influence the ‘container’ or cabinet that houses it?
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Exercise 03.01 : Material and Fastener



What is digital fabrication? 
What are digital fabrication means and methods? 

What digital fabrication process or 
method do you find intriguing or inspirationation?
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Exercise 03.01 : Parametric fabrication precedent



Questions
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Exercise 03.01 :  Questions

How does your design proposal embrace craft and 
technology towards a new mode fabrication?



Exercise 03.01 :  Questions

How is does your proposal come together and more importantly, stay together?



Biological system that complements or supplements your interest or 
agenda
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Exercise 03.01 :  Natural systems



03.02 : Geometric Diagram
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Exercise 03.02 :  Geometric Diagrams

Formal definition

Through rotating the direction of the square 
module, rotation, the wall surface produces a 
sense of rhythm.



Exercise 03.02 :  Geometric Diagrams

Module definition

10’ x 10’ x 10’.

√. × ×



Exercise 03.02 :  Geometric Diagrams

Technique- stacking

In the process of rotation, both the 
pattern and gap size will change. 
We will put the objects at the 
junction of light and shadow, in this 
way, the audience will pay attention 
to the items.



Exercise 03.02 :  Geometric Diagrams

Fastener




















